Debate is...
Rebecca Sperry, Abby Williams, Ali Holcomb, and Bryanna England pray with the team before departing for Mississippi College.
Traveling

Amelia Krauss entertains Rebecca Sperry and Abby Williams with stories while they wait at the gas station.

Kevin Moss pumps gas for the vans at a gas station in Mississippi.
Blake Hodges checks postings to see who his next opponent is and where they are debating.
Striking

Janie Owen and her opponent take turns crossing off resolutions until only one is left. The remaining topic is what they will debate about.
Prepping

The entire team, including Dr. Drake, pitches in to help do research and come up with arguments to prepare debaters for their rounds.
Blake Hodges gives speeches and answers cross examination questions in his round about James Bond.
The newly elected debate officers will serve their team from the Spring semester of 2012 through the Fall semester of 2013.

Dr. Drake counts ballots to see who will be elected to the new officer positions.
Kylie McDonald, David Knack, Caleb Valentine, and Janie Owen chat with each other after being knocked out of the competition.
Christian Winter takes a nap in the back of the prep room while waiting on teammates to finish competing.
Various team members proudly display their awards, including the tournament-winning trophy.

Janie Owen receives her Octofinalist medal from a tournament spokesperson.
My Big, Goofy Family

We work hard, play harder, and love each other.